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Tunable Waveguide Transmission Gratings
Based on Active Gain Control

Mykola Kulishov, Victor Grubsky, Joshua Schwartz, Student Member, IEEE, Xavier Daxhelet, and
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Abstract—Mode loss or gain can have a significant effect on the
operation of waveguide transmission gratings as optical filters.
Taking for example a long-period grating (LPG), we present a
computer simulation that accounts for these effects. We show that
cladding loss or gain result in qualitatively different LPG spectral
behavior that can be used as a tuning mechanism in guiding
structures where cladding mode properties can be controlled.
One possible control mechanism is to have pump-driven gain in
a doped cladding, which can perform gradual loss compensation
and eventually gain excitement. Based on simulation results, we
propose new approaches to tuneable amplifying filter designs in
special fibers, as well as grating assisted co-directional couplers
for integrated optics platforms.

Index Terms—Gain control, gratings, lossy media, optical fiber
amplifiers, optical fiber coupling, optical fiber filters, optical losses.

I. INTRODUCTION

GROWING demand for the deployment of high-bandwidth
services closer to the end customer will precipitate a new

class of optical amplifiers for regional, metro-core, and metro-
access networks. New and more complex loss/gain elements
will be required to compensate for changes in amplifier oper-
ating conditions and channel load [1], [2]. Dynamically config-
urable midstage loss compensation will enable the use of a wider
variety of loss components such as variable optical attenuators,
and dynamic optical add-drop multiplexers with time-dependent
spectral response. As we will demonstrate, waveguide transmis-
sion gratings can be created with certain dynamically tunable
properties, which would make them well suited for these tasks.

Transmission gratings (TGs), such as long-period gratings
(LPGs) in optical fibers [3], [4] are important elements for
fiber-optic communications and sensor applications. In partic-
ular, they provide wavelength-selective light power exchange
between co-propagating modes in so-called grating-assisted
codirectional couplers (GACCs). For example, LPGs can be
used for making wavelength-selective couplers and add-drop
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filters for coarse WDM systems [5]. A possibility to control
grating properties would allow to dynamically change the
coupling properties of such devices.

Because the resonance wavelengths of an LPG are sensi-
tive to a number of physical parameters, such as mechanical
strain, temperature, and the refractive index of the surrounding
medium [6]–[9], various kinds of LPGS sensors and tuneable
filters based of the shift in the resonance wavelength have been
demonstrated. In all of these applications, the light energy
coupled to the cladding mode is either absorbed and/or radiates
away, or recoupled back into the core by the second LPG [10].
Despite of extensive experimental data, there has not been
a consistent theory of lossy TGs that provided quantitative
description of the loss influence on the grating transmissive and
dispersive behavior.

Recently we have shown [11], that cladding mode losses
play an important role in LPG operation, especially in the
case of planar waveguide LPGs, where mode attenuation is

0.1–1 dB/cm, which is significantly higher than in a standard
single-mode fiber. These results prompted us to realize that
having external control of the mode attenuation (through a
mechanism like active pumping) adds a new dimension of the
grating tunability. Pump power can be used to establish the
spectral behavior of the grating by partially or fully compen-
sating for the total losses or by introducing gain.

Although this TG tuning concept can be implemented in
specially designed fibers, it is the planar waveguide platform
that offers unique opportunities in combining electro-optic
(EO) modulation in EO-materials with optical amplification
[12], [13]. For example, by using polymer as an erbium host
medium, a very high doping level of rare-earth atoms (more
than 10 atoms/m ), which is at least 100 times higher than in
silica glass [14], can be achieved without causing a significant
ion-cluster effect. Usually, a compromise between the high
erbium doping level and the parasitic effects of this doping is
established to overcome intrinsic EO material losses and obtain
a gain coefficient of at least several dB/cm with an acceptable
length of doped optical waveguide. For example, An et al. [14]
achieved 2 dB/cm gain at 1.06 m with 22 pm/V of EO coeffi-
cient in a Nd -doped chloride hexahydrate and chlorophenol
red-based channel waveguide. This gain helps in compensating
the high scattering and absorption losses of EO polymers.

We feel that a gap in the theory of waveguide grating exists in
terms of TG behavior in an amplifying/attenuative environment.
Although there has been extensive research [15]–[18] on reflec-
tion (Bragg) gratings with gain, (uniform, as well as -shifted),
we are not aware of any systematic study of gain effects on TG
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Fig. 1. General structure of an amplifying tunable filter based on (a) grating-
assisted codirectional coupler and (b) long-period fiber grating.

transmission characteristics. Theoretical models [3], [4], [19]
that are generally based on coupled wave equations do not ac-
count for mode attenuation/amplification. Partially this gap in
LPG theory has been filled by our recent brief communication
[11]. Here we provide more details to our analysis, extending
it to include TG gain/loss behaviors for uniform and -shifted
refractive index profiles.

On the basis of our simulations we show how TG character-
istics are affected by gain/loss factor in the cladding modes. In
addition, we present new experimental results to support our
theory. Based on the results of this analysis, a number of rec-
ommendations for GACC and LPG designs are provided.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND POSSIBLE

DESIGN IMPLEMENTATIONS

We suggest a TG filter, which allows to introduce loss or
gain for one of the waveguide modes, shown schematically in
Fig. 1 using either a planar waveguide, or a fiber configuration.
Fig. 1(a) shows a proposed GACC implementation, where a TG
provides coupling between two mismatched parallel guides.

The GACC can also be realized with an LPG made in a spe-
cial fiber, for example by using so-called twin-core fiber [20]
in which one core is doped with erbium, and the other core re-
mains undoped. The TG written in such a fiber basically forms
a codirectional coupler.

Alternatively, the loss/gain control of the cladding mode can
be implemented in LPGs written in special rare-earth doped
fibers. Schematic design of such fiber is presented in Fig. 1(b).
Unlike traditional fibers in which the core is doped with rare-
earth ions, the proposed design features a doped region around
the core in the form of concentric ring with an internal radius ex-
ceeding the effective radius of the core mode [21]. Such fibers
are often referred to as double-clad fibers. The pumping can be
achieved through a large, multimode inner cladding that em-
braces the core, as well as the Er-doped ring. The pump light

launched into the inner cladding has higher overlapping factor
for signal cladding modes, than the signal core mode, that will
result mainly in the cladding mode amplification without af-
fecting the core mode. (Details on the pump techniques and fiber
designs can be found in the literature [21]–[24]). At the same
time, these cladding modes will suffer high losses if there is no
pump provided.

Loss of the cladding mode can also be induced by applying
a high-index material to the cladding surface and varying its
refractive index [6], [10]. In practice, this could be accomplished
with electrically controlled liquid crystal.

In the filter, the TG provides wavelength selective coupling of
light from a low-loss signal guide 1 (or core for an LPG) with
propagation constant ( here is the real part of
the propagation constant; the loss of this mode can be neglected
for simplicity, ) into an Er-doped guide 2 (cladding) with
the propagation constant where the light can be
attenuated (without pump, ) or amplified and
returned back into guide 1. Guides 1 and 2 will henceforth be
referred to as the undoped and doped guide, respectively.

For our calculations we use the following parameters for the
TG model: effective indices of the modes are 1.487 068 and
1.48 for undoped and doped guides, respectively. To couple
these modes at 1.555- m wavelength, the TG has a period of
220 m. These parameters are quite realistic for both proposed
structures: the twin-core and the rare-earth-ring doped fibers. To
model TGs, the preferred piecewise-uniform approach proceeds
with identifying a fundamental matrix for each uniform section
of the TG, and then multiplying these together to obtain a single
matrix that describes the whole TG.

III. TRANSFER MATRIX EQUATIONS

Our approach for calculating the properties of gratings with
loss or gain is based on the coupled-mode theory [25]. This sim-
plified approach is built on the assumption that the perturba-
tion of the waveguide caused by the grating is sufficiently small,
so that it does not change the modes significantly. This is true
for typical long-period gratings in optical fibers, which explains
why the experimental LPG results match the formulas of the
coupled-mode theory very closely [3].

Although the coupled-mode theory is usually applied to
modes with real propagation constants (no gain or loss), the
basic equations are derived in a very general form [25] and
therefore should hold even in the case when the propagation
constants of one or both modes become complex. In other
words, the interaction between modes with gain or loss will be
correctly described by the standard coupled-mode equations
if the real propagation constant is replaced with a complex
value .

From the coupled-mode theory, light transmission in wave-
guides with a uniform TG can be described by a 2 2 transfer
matrix . In our case, the matrix relates the input undoped guide

and the doped guide amplitudes at coordinate with
their respective amplitudes and at coor-
dinate , where is the TG length. The elements of this
transfer matrix are derived using coupled wave equations, and
they can be found, in their most complete form, in the paper by
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Syms et al. [26]. The mode losses or pump-driven gains result in
complex propagation constants, therefore, all phase factors that
are neglected for loss-free models must now be carefully ac-
counted for. We also account for the matrix dependence on the
coordinate at which the amplitudes and
are presumed to be known. Usually for a uniform TG,
however, in the case of abrupt phase discontinuities (so-called

-shifts) within the grating, or sampled TGs, the resultant ma-
trix is a product of the individual matrices responsible for each
uniform parts of the structure. In this case it is very important to
provide the right initial coordinates. We use the matrix with the
following elements:

(1)

where is the cross-coupling coefficient, is the grating period,
and is the detuning factor. For our design, ,
and , where once again
and are the complex propagation constants for
the undoped and doped guides, respectively. The element is
responsible for the normalized light amplitude in the undoped
guide, whereas describes the signal amplitude for the doped
guide. If light is launched only in the undoped guide at the input,
the output signal power values are given by and

.
The group delay and dispersion of the transmitted light can

be determined from the complex transmission amplitude
and . The phase response of the TG can be found as
the argument of the complex amplitude. Alternatively, due to the
causality of the TG response, the phase of the transmitted core
mode can also be calculated as a Hilbert transform of ,
provided that the TG has no zeros in its spectrum [27]. Group
delay and dispersion can be identified, using the principle
of Taylor series expansion, as

(2)

(3)

measured in picoseconds and picoseconds/nanometers,
respectively.

IV. ANALYSIS OF MODE COUPLING IN PRESENCE OF

LOSS OR GAIN

In the case of a grating without loss or gain , the
power transmitted through the undoped guide at the resonance
wavelength is

(4)

Fig. 2. Optimum loss or gain to coupling ratio � =(2�) that provides 100%
attenuation at the resonance wavelength for a given grating strength �L.

which means that light will be completely coupled into the mode
of the doped guide at a distance . At larger distance,
the direction of coupling will reverse until all light comes back
into the undoped guide. After that, the process will repeat cycli-
cally, which was experimentally verified in the case of LPGs by
measuring a grating transmission as a function of its length [28].

The interaction between modes becomes somewhat more
complicated when either loss or gain for one of the modes (the
mode of the doped guide in our case) is present. In this case,
the resonance transmission of the TG becomes

(5a)

(5b)

where and . As
shown in our previous work [11], there is an optimum value
of losses that provides complete energy attenuation at the res-
onance wavelength in “over-coupled” gratings .
Here we expand on that study by investigating the effects of
both loss and gain . The optimum attenua-
tion condition can be obtained from the (5) by setting

(6a)

(6b)

Solving these equations, the optimum value of loss/gain can
be found for a given and . In Fig. 2 the solution of (6) is
presented in dimensionless variables: and . For each
value of the curve gives us the optimum ratio between the
loss/gain value and the coupling coefficient that provides 100%
signal attenuation in the undoped guide. As we can see from the
plot, there is no solution for , i.e., it is impossible
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Fig. 3. Variation of the grating transmission at the resonance wavelength with the grating strength �L for different gain/loss parameter values.

to achieve full signal attenuation when loss becomes very high.
However, losses allow us to provide 100% attenuation for any

value of (over-coupled TG) and gain allows to
reach 100% attenuation for any (under-coupled TG).
This presents a new picture of the TG performance in which the
shape of the transmission spectrum can be controlled by varying
the mode loss or gain.

To provide some physical insight into the mode cou-
pling process in the presence of gain or loss, we show the
grating transmission as a function of for various values of

. (Fig. 3). The conventional sinusoidal transmission of
loss/gain-free grating is shown as a solid curve. We can clearly
see distinct types of TG behavior depending on the magnitude
of loss/gain.

A. Low to Moderate Loss

The TG exhibits periodic attenuation peaks, as in the loss-free
case. However, in between the attenuation peaks, the transmis-
sion becomes progressively weaker along the TG length due
to the absorption of the light in the doped guide. The attenu-
ation peaks are spaced farther from one another and the first
peak occurs at a longer TG length, than the loss-free case. This
peak shift makes it possible to achieve the complete attenation
for over-coupled TGs with by increasing the loss.
For example, the dotted curve corresponding to
shows how the total reversal of “full transmission” to “full at-
tenuation” happens at .

B. High Loss

With high loss the light in the doped guide, the attenuation
peaks disappear. Instead, we see a gradual, almost exponen-
tial decay of light intensity over distance. Perhaps counter-in-
tuitively, the signal attenuation decreases as the loss goes up, as

evident by comparing the curves corresponding to
and . It is easy to show that for the TG
transmission can be approximated by

(7)

This effect is due to the detuning factor becoming too large,
which reduces the coupling efficiency into the doped guide
faster than the loss increases. Practically any light coupled into
the doped guide dissipates there and does not return back into
the undoped guide.

C. Low to Moderate Gain

Just as in the case of low loss, the evolution of the transmis-
sion over distance preserves periodic, equally spaced attenua-
tion peaks. The peaks are spaced farther from one another and
the first peak occurs at a shorter TG length when compared to
the grain-free case. The peak shift makes possible complete at-
tenuation for under-coupled TGs with . In between
the peaks, the light intensity gradually increases over distance.

D. High Gain

Only the first attenuation peak now remains, as opposed to
multiple, periodic peaks in the low-gain case. The peak con-
tinues to shift to shorter distance with increasing gain. The in-
tensity of light increases almost exponentially with distance as
we go away from the maximum attenuation distance . In
fact, one can show that for

(8)

which means that the light in the both guides propagates with
the same constant gain.
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Fig. 4. Transmission spectra of the filter with �L = �, L = 50 mm; � = 62:8 m for the following cladding loss values: (a) � = 0 (solid); � = 6:8 m
(dotted); � = 51 m (dashed); � = 84:8 m (dotted–dashed); (b) � = 91:6 m (solid); � = 102 m (dotted); � = 118:8 m (dashed);
� = 135:8 m (dotted–dashed).

V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF

GRATING SPECTRA

A. Spectrally Homogenous Gain/Loss

In this section we consider as a wavelength independent
factor. This treatment is justified as long as the TG spectral band-
width is much narrower than the gain spectrum for the Er
doped fiber. Small changes in the refractive index due to the
pump will also be neglected. In addition, gain/loss distribution
along the TG length is considered to be uniform.

1) Uniform Transmission Gratings: The TG spectra
in Fig. 4(a) demonstrate how losses in the doped guide grad-

ually evolve the spectrum from 100% transmission at the reso-
nance wavelength (solid curve) for loss-free TG ( , solid)
to practically complete attenuation when the losses achieve its
optimum value ( , dashed-dotted) in accordance
with (6a). This spectrum evolution is accompanied by vanishing
side-lobes. We call this loss value an “optimum” one, because
further loss beyond this value leads to weaker rejections, as can
be seen in Fig. 4(b).

It is interesting to note that the grating presence can speed up
the light passing through it within the resonance wavelength,
when , or vice versa to retard it when

. This transitional point between retarding and accel-
erating optical transmission through the grating can be used
to minimize the dispersion, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 where
the dotted curve represents a transition between accelerating
( , dashed) and retarding ( , solid) TG
regimes. The corresponding transmission spectra are plotted on
a logarithmic scale in Fig. 5(a) for the losses m .
This group delay distribution makes possible an extremely low
dispersion level (less than 0.015 ps/nm) in Fig. 5(b) (dotted).
This compares favorably to the dispersion level of 0.18 ps/nm
for a loss-free TG with a similar attenuation level ( 19.5 dB)
and bandwidth, as shown by dotted–dashed curve in Fig. 5(a),
where these spectra practically coincide. It must be noted that
this low dispersion regime exists here at a substantial level of
signal attenuation.

Fig. 5. (a) Transmission spectra and (b) dispersions of the filter with TG length
L = 50 mm and � = 85:3 m ; � = 83:2 m (solid); � = 95:2 m
(dotted); � = 100:5 m (dashed); and L = 8:33 mm; � = 0; � =

176:7 m (dotted–dashed).

In general the dispersion properties of TGs are uniquely
related to their transmission spectrum of the core mode for
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Fig. 6. Experimentally measured transmission spectra for LPG in fiber (� = 220 �m, L = 50 mm). (a) As cladding losses are increased (curves 1 to 6) using
immersion in index solution with black ink, LPG attenuation at the resonance wavelength is also growing from 4 dB (no ink) to 34 dB. (b) After reaching the
optimum level cladding mode losses, its further increase (curves 6 to 10) results in a decrease in attenuation to 9 dB.

the reason mentioned above. Therefore, filters with relatively
broadband features in the transmission spectrum (such as
LPGs) have very low dispersion (0.1–1 ps/nm). For this reason,
in the subsequent discussion we will be paying attention mostly
to the transmission spectra rather than dispersion.

In order to demonstrate the principle of loss-induced changes
to TG spectral characteristics, a sample LPG was fabricated with
a Ge-doped single-mode fiber. The grating was written with a
spatial period of 220 microns using continuous-wave (CW) fre-
quency-doubled Ar laser with a lasing wavelength of 244 nm
to induce an estimated index change of 3.5 10 .
For this exposure, 100% transmission at the resonance wave-
length of 1548 nm was achieved when the grating had a length of
50 mm. The LPG section was then suspended in a water-based
solution of index approximately equal to that of the cladding
( 1.44) at 1550 nm, essentially creating an infinitely thick
cladding layer. The effect is to induce a substantial portion of
the propagating cladding mode to propagate outside the phys-

ical fiber cladding, in the solution. Also, the resonance wave-
length of the LPG shifts to approximately 1526 nm.

The water-based solution is already fairly absorptive at such
wavelengths, and by adding an absorptive substance (in this
case, carbon black ink) in suspension with the index-matched
solution, we could effectively introduce further losses directly
into the cladding mode. The results are shown in Fig. 6. As pro-
gressively more ink is added to the suspension, the transmission
characteristics of the LPG change from a band-pass regime to
band-stop at the resonance wavelength [Fig. 6(a)] as predicted
by simulation. As further ink is added, the rejection weakens
[Fig. 6(b)] as predicted by simulation for loss values exceeding
the “optimal” level. Besides absorption, it is noted that the ink
also changes the index of the surrounding solution, which is evi-
dent as a shift in the resonance wavelength from about 1526 nm
in the cladding-matched case to 1522 nm. This is anticipated,
because the index of ink is substantially higher than that of the
solution. A comparative experiment consisting of the same LPG
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Fig. 7. Transmission spectra of the filter with �L = �, L = 50 mm;
� = 62:8 m ; � = 84:8 m (dotted–dashed); � = 0 (dashed);
� = �6:8 m (dotted); � = �20:4 m (solid).

submersed in ordinary water showed us virtually no
such response to ink because the cladding mode was still well
confined to the physical cladding.

The effect of cladding mode loss on LPG spectrum was also
studied before by Patrick et al. [6] and by Stegall and Erdogan
[10]. In these works, the authors considered an LPG with ini-
tially 100% coupling , which was then reduced and
broadened by including variable loss for the cladding mode with
high-index oils applied to the cladding surface. This behavior
is in good agreement with our simulations shown in Fig. 3. In
contrast with these works, here we show that, for a LPG with
initially 100% transmission , totally new behavior is
possible—LPG attenuation increases with loss by over 30 dB.
In addition, a new dimension of the LPG behavior could be ex-
plored by tuning loss and turning it into gain.

Fig. 7 demonstrates transmission characteristics for a uniform
TG with strength . Without pumping, the total loss
level (total contribution of Er-ion absorption, material absorp-
tion and scattering) is set at the optimum value of
84.9 m 1555 nm or equivalently 7.4 dB/cm. This pro-
vides broadband attenuation (dotted–dashed curve). The trans-
parency threshold is presented by the dashed curve ,
beyond which amplification takes place (dotted curve,

6.8 m or 0.6 dB/cm; and solid curve 20.4 m or
1.77 dB/cm).

The gain achievable in a standard fiber with Er -doped
core usually does not exceed 2–4 dB/m. However, higher
levels of optical amplification become feasible in erbium-phos-
phate glass, where gain coefficients are on the order of
2–3 dB/cm [29]. Semiconductor based GACCs with gain ex-
ceeding 600 dB/cm and mode-beating lengths on the order of
15–20 m [30] provide much opportunity for device design.

Fig. 8 demonstrates how the transmission evolves for a TG
of fixed length (50 mm) and gain 20.4 m with

Fig. 8. Transmission spectra of the filter with the TG length L = 50mm with
gain � = �20:4 m ; � = 62:8 m (solid); � = 50:3 m (dotted);
� = 37:7 m (dashed); � = 25:1 m (dotted–dashed).

varying coupling coefficients. Such a device can be practically
realized using electro-optically (EO) induced gratings [31]. The
coupling coefficient is changed from 62.8 m ( ,
solid) to 25.1 m ( , dashed-dotted). It is inter-
esting to note that practically complete attenuation at the reso-
nance wavelength is achieved for this gain value at
(more than 40 dB). As we explained earlier, complete power
attenuation in the core guide with can be achieved only
at the TG strength (see Fig. 2). However, when
using an actively pumped medium with a positive gain, com-
plete mode attenuation is possible at . The shorter
the grating, the higher the gain must be in order to achieve full
power transfer. For example, for the grating with strength

, complete transfer is achievable at , i.e.,
46.7 m when 25.1 m . However, this strong at-

tenuation at the resonance wavelength is accompanied by strong
amplification in the two neighboring side-lobes.

2) Transmission Grating With a -Shift: Phase shifts in
TGs can drastically alter their transmission characteristics.
For example, a -shift introduced in the center of a uniform
loss-free LPG with changes its spectrum from
band-stop to a band-pass regime. Numerous publications on
the phase-shifted LPG properties [32] describe them with the
loss-free approximation, which is a fairly good one for the
gratings written in standard fiber. The situation may be very
different for TGs written, etched or electro-optically induced
in GACCs, especially in planar waveguides where losses are
much higher that in standard fibers. We are not aware of any
quantitative study on phase-shifted TGs with losses (or gain)
that would analyze their effect on TG performance. This anal-
ysis is particularly useful for devices with electro-optically
induced TG where phase shift(s) can be easily introduced as
well as easily removed in any place along the grating by simply
reversing the applied voltage polarity for a portion(s) of the
interdigitated electrode fingers [33].
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The transmission characteristics of a codirectional coupler
with a -shift that divides the grating into two parts with the
lengths and can be described by the ma-
trix product: , where is the
phase-shift matrix

(9)

Using our matrix approach it is straightforward to get an expres-
sion for the signal amplitude in the undoped (core) and doped
(clad) guides for the phase-shifted TG

(10)

(11)

where is the distance of the phase shift lo-
cation from the TG center. For a half wavelength phase shift

(10) and (11) are transformed into the following ex-
pressions

(12)

(13)

When there is no shift in the loss-free TG , the
transmittivity is minimum at the resonance wavelength for the
low grating strength values . The minimum
reaches zero when the TG strength is equal to . When
a phase shift of is introduced at the center of the TG, i.e.,

, the minimum becomes a maximum with 100% trans-
mission ( , ) for an arbitrary value, and two rejec-
tion bands appear (dotted curve in Fig. 9). The TG strength has
to be increased to to achieve complete attenuation
in these rejection bands. The losses in the doped guide reduce
transmission at the resonance wavelength and increase transmis-
sion in the rejection band (solid and dashed curves in Fig. 9). On
the contrary, gain in the doped guide produces a narrow-band
amplification at the resonance wavelength, simultaneously in-
creasing attenuation in the rejection bands ( 15.5 dB attenua-
tion for the dotted–dashed curve in Fig. 9). Comparing the am-
plifying spectra in Fig. 7 (solid) and Fig. 9 (dotted–dashed), one
can say that -shift introduction leads to narrowing the ampli-
fying bandwidth with higher attenuation at the extremes.

For the situation of loss/gain in the doped guide, mis-
match factor takes on a nonzero, purely imaginary value,

, which causes the normalized signal power in
the undoped guide at the resonance wavelength to obey the

Fig. 9. Transmission spectra of the filter with �-shift in the middle of TG with
�L = �=2, L = 50 mm; � = 31:4 m ; � = 40:7 m (solid); � =

10:2 m (dashed); � = 0 (dotted); � = �20:4m (dotted–dashed).

Fig. 10. Transmission at the resonance wavelength as a function of the relative
�-shift distance from the TG center for the grating with�L = �=2 and different
value of the gain/loss factor:� = 0:6� (solid);� = 0 (dotted);� = �0:2�
(dashed); � = �0:4� (dotted–dashed).

following expression (in dimensionless variables
and )

(14)

The transmission at resonance is therefore a function of the
-shift distance from the grating center , as it is shown

in Fig. 10. When , it means that -shift is at the very
end and the result is a uniform grating. The plot demonstrates
that by moving the -shift position from the center it is pos-
sible to gradually reduce amplification at the resonance wave-
length and reach a position with zero transmission. An example
of the spectrum control through the -shift position is shown
in Fig. 11, where transmission at the resonance wavelength is
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Fig. 11. Transmission spectra of the filter with the �-shifted TG for L =

50mm;� = �20:4m ; � = 31:4m for different distances of the �-shift
from the TG center: �=L = 0 (solid); �=L = 0:2 (dotted); �=L = 0:3
(dashed); �=L = 0:42 (dotted–dashed).

gradually tuned from 2.1 dB of amplification to 30 dB of
attenuation.

B. Spectrally Nonuniform Gain/Loss

The assumption of a uniform gain spectrum works well for
narrow-band Bragg gratings, however, in the case of TGs with
generally much broader transmission spectrum, gain, as well as
loss, may have a significant dependence on wavelength. The re-
lationship between the real and imaginary parts of a mediums
complex ionic susceptibility associated with a resonant absorp-
tion transition is governed by the well-known Kramers-Kronig
equations. For a medium with refractive index into which a
dopant with susceptibility is introduced, the refrac-
tive index and absorption coefficient are given by

(15)

where is the speed of light in vacuum. Spectral distribution of
the ionic susceptibility of erbium-doped fiber can be presented
as and can be approximated by complex Lorenz functions
[34].

We calculated the gain/loss coefficient spectra from linear
combinations of the gain and absorption data in the following
ratios: 0:100, 20:80, and 100:0 (i.e., unpumped, partial inver-
sion and full inversion). The maximum loss/gain at 1532-nm
peak was 2 dB/cm. The calculated variation of the refractive
index turned out to be . The variation of the
refractive index would be significant for the TG spectrum, if

, where is the characteristic wavelength scale of
the TG spectral features and its period. For typical values of

2 nm and 220 m, we get maximum allowed index
change 10 , which is much larger than the variation of the
refractive index due to erbium absorption or gain. Therefore, the
only effect of the gain spectral nonuniformity on the TG spec-
trum would be due to amplifying or attenuating specific wave-
lengths depending on the values of the material absorption and
gain. Equations (1)–(14) will be still valid, but with the constant
gain/loss parameter replaced by .

C. Spatially Nonuniform Gain/Loss

Finally, we consider how transmission would be affected by
spatial nonuniformity of the gain/loss. The gain/loss is spatially
uniform only for the two extreme situations: unpumped, and
strongly pumped to 100% inversion all along the TG. For the
intermediate states, the pump light intensity is reduced along
the TG, due to absorption, creating a gain/loss nonuniformity.
We estimated the effect of this nonuniformity by integrating (1)
and found no substantial spectrum distortions as the inversion
increased. Unlike the case of spectral gain/loss nonuniformity,
where it affects particular spectral components of the transmis-
sion spectrum, the spatial nonuniformity has the effect of being
integrated: it is important only how much gain/loss is accumu-
lated over the grating length.

VI. CONCLUSION

The lossy nature of cladding layers in waveguide structures
and specially designed fibers plays a very important role in the
spectral behavior of a transmission grating, such as LPG. An
understanding of how these loss or gain in waveguide modes
affects the grating spectral characteristics enables improved
grating design and invites much potential for dynamically
controlled filtering characteristics. We have demonstrated that
certain levels of losses in the cladding modes lead to distinct
behavior of LPGs as band rejection filters and sensing elements.
By keeping the proper loss-to-coupling or gain-to-coupling
ratio, virtually complete attenuation of the core mode can be
achieved at the resonance wavelength for any value of the
grating strength . This is impossible for traditional, loss-free
or low-loss LPGs, in which complete energy transfer to the
cladding is only achieved at fixed values of the grating strength

. In contrast to loss-free uniform LPGs,
those featuring optimized loss levels provide transmission
spectrum with slightly wider bandwidth of side-lobe-free tails.
Once the optimum level of losses for 100% attenuation is set
for the chosen value of the grating strength, the LPG preserves
a Gaussian-like, side-lobe free transmission spectrum for any
value of the LPG length and the coupling coefficient.

We also demonstrated that the attenuation/amplification level
can be controlled by introducing -shift along the grating. This
type of control can be combined with the pump control in planar
waveguides based on rare-earth-doped electro-optic polymers.
Not only -shift position, but also the length and the coupling
coefficient of the grating could be controlled in these types of
devices. It was also demonstrated that wavelength dependence
of the gain in Er-doped fibers factor does not lead to severe
spectrum distortions in the case of erbium-doped waveguides.
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